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Dry cleaners
at the Union
A newly established
dry cleaner operating
through the Union
picks up and drops off
students' laundry on
campus | P*j« 3

Activist combats
voter apathy from
retirement home

By Michelle Botserman
Reporter

76-year-old man
registers Duke
University
students to vote,
estimating his total near
7001 Page J

What
happened to
Wall Street?
Columnist Phil Schurrer
tells us how one of the
seven deadly sins lead
the way to our current
economic crisis

| Page 4

Bailout bill
gives Congress
more power
Lengthy 442-page bill
socializes the financial
system and gives
Treasury Secretary too
much power | Page 4

A potty
environment
Illegal marijuana
plantations located
in national forests and
parks have bred some
of the most polluted
wildernesses in America
| Page 5

Zipping over
the Zips
BG football scored a
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ONE STEP AT A TIME: The Connection Center on South Main Street is a place where people who ate struggling with peisonal problems can go for help They offer guidance
and helpful programs.

Connection Center aims to aid in mental health
By Michelle Bosserman

"From day one, the

Reporter

Bowling Green community members
recovering from a mental illness have a
place to go for support and a helping hand.
The Connection Center, located at 194
S. Main St. in downtown Bowling Green, is
part of a mental health center in the community aimed toward psychosoeial rehabilitation.
Connection Center Coordinator Verna
Mullins has worked hard to achieve the
goals of the program.
"Our purpose is to provide a safe environment for adults with severe and persistent
mental illnesses," Mullins said. "Members
learn socialization skills and employment
skills so that they can integrate back into
the community."
The members are integrated through
a variety of ways, including Transitional
Employment, Supported Education and
Work Ordered Day.
People who go to the center are called
members and not clients because there is
less stigma that way, explained Mullins.

staff made me feel
completely welcome. It's
a safe place to be."
Michael | Connection Center member

The members decide themselves how
much to participate in the center according
to their needs.
"From day one, the staff made me feel
completely welcome," said member
Michael. "It's a safe place to be."
There are six different units run by the
center, indudingtheCafe Unit, Membership
Unit. Career Unit, Business Unit, Creative
Unit and Environmental Unit. Each member can choose which unit they want to be
a part of.
"We offer all sorts of groups," Mullins
said. "If Imembersl want it and we think it's
a need, we base a group around it."
Each unit operates in a way to benefit the
center. The Cafe-, Membership, Business

and Environmental Units are all aimed
toward how the center is planned and operated, with regards to how clerical work is
handled and the publishing of the monthly
newsletter.
The Career Unit assists members with
a way to reach career goals by providing
access to computer lessons and GED classes.
The Creative Unit encourages members
to participate in arts and crafts activities.
"We have students from the |University|
art department who volunteer," Mullins
said. "Anyone really who's interested can
volunteer because we have something for
everyone."
The Connection Center opened in 1999
and is funded by Behavioral Connections
of Wood County, Inc., who is funded by the
Adams Board.
Staff member Julia Kershaw enjoys her
time at the center because she said the center provides positives for the community,
including volunteering at nursing homes
and Main Street BG.
"It's nice to see you're making a positive
impact on the community," Kershaw said.

big win against Akron
this weekend, putting
up a highly successful
offense after a shaky
start in the first half

The University's Web site, "Clear
Eye for the Eacebook Guy," aims
to keep internet stalkers at bay
in an online society.
Their Web site, http://www.
bgsu.edu'down loads/sa/
file30145.html, was created
to inform and want students
about the dangers of Eacebook.
"Clear Eye for the Eacebook
Guy" is a collaboration by
Assistant Dean of Students
Deborah Novak and Montana
Miller, of the popular culture
department.
"It givesa visual reminder it's
not just your friends who look
at your profile," Miller said.
"It's also an audience that's
often invisible and ignored."
The Web site's mock Eacebook
profile gives examples of people
who could be looking at your
profile, including police officers,
employers, professors, parents
and stalkers. Students can run
the mouse over selected parts
of the mock profile to read popups on what different information can mean to these people.
For example, when clickingon
the interests section, two popups come up. One is of a professor saying, "Party?!? Hmmm...
no wonder you're never in my 9
am class!" the second is a parent saying "Party?!? This is what
I'm paying tuition for?"
Miller incorporated information she found from Detective
Scott Sauer of Campus Police
into the Web site.
"He advised us on what things
can get you into trouble and
raise suspicions," Miller said.
Some of the things that raise
suspicions in the eyes of the
law are illegal activities, like
smoking marijuana or drinking alcoholic beverages while
underage. Posted information
and pictures of illegal activities
can lead to trouble.
"|The site] is just a way to get
the students started in thinking
about using privacy settings,"
Miller said. "It gets students
more conscious and aware
about who looks at their Web
SeeFACEBOOK|Page2

Fact-seeking for the University
is the name of his game
By Gina Potthof t

I What would your
rockstar stage

Managing Editor

name be?
KAMIPHINSIOO I AP PHOTO

ROAMING AROUND: Kimani, a huge bull elephant, can be seen with his collar containing
a sim card in the 01 Pejeta conservancy near Ml Kenya.

AMBER WILLIAMS
Freshman. Biochemistry
"Shortie"
|Page4

Text-messaging elephant
collar helps save villages crops
By Katharine Homeld
The Associated Press

TODAY
Partly Cloudy
High: 82, Low: 57

TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy
High: 79, Low: 55

k

OL PEJETA, Kenya — The
text message from the elephant flashed across Richard
Lesowapir's screen: Kimani was
heading for neighboring farms.
The huge bull elephant had a
long history of raiding villagers'
crops during the harvest, sometimes wiping out six months of
income at a time. But this time
a mobile phone card inserted
in his collar sent rangers a text
message. Lesowapir, an armed

guard and a driver arrived in a
jeep bristling with spotlights to
frighten Kimani back into the 01
Pejeta conservancy.
Kenya is the first country to
try elephant texting as a way to
protect both a growing human
population and the wild animals
that now have less room to roam.
Elephants are ranked as "near
threatened" in the Red List, an
index of vulnerable species published by the International Union
See ELEPHANT | Page 2

The University is the fifth largest employer in Northwest Ohio.
The most popular undergraduate major is "undecided." The
average baccalaureate student
graduates in four and a half
years. To know all these facts
and more, just ask Director of
Institutional Research William
Knight.
Surrounded by binders and
folders, Knight, who's been with
the University for almost 12
years, works 70 to 80 hours a
week doing work most people
know nothing about.
"Very few students here are
aware we exist," he said.
Knight's job is to provide information to help the University
make decisions effectively
when dealing with scholarships, faculty salaries, faculty
evaluations, campus programs
and retention issues.
He sends out end of semester
surveys to students via e-mail,
answers phone and e-mail
requests and even helps create
changes in the University with

"The image I have of [William Knight] is very
caring, bright gets a lot of stuff done and can have
a lot of fun. The number of hours he dedicates
per week to the University is phenomenal."
Conrad McRoberts I Senior Research Associate

the data collected.
The Orange and Brown $ 1,000
Scholarship was created in part
because of the research done by
Knight's office.
"1 can see it's led to changes in
the University helping students
indirectly and directly," Knight
said.
Knightandhisfellowfactseekers can be found in the Office
of Institutional Research building located on Wooster Street
across from McFall Center. The
University bought the brick
rental house and renovated it
for exactly this purpose.
When Knight came to the
University in May 1996, the
Office of Institutional Research
had one staff member. Today
the staff has grown to include
four full-time and two part-

time employees.
Senior Research Associate
Conrad McRoberts has known
Knight for almost nine years
and said he is a caring, forwardthinking individual who realizes the load and pressure his
workers are under.
Though Knight is his supervisor, McRoberts said he's never
been happier with a boss.
"The image I have of him is
very caring, bright, gets a lot of
stuff done and can have a lot of
fun," McRoberts said.
McRoberts also admires the
fact Knight loves his work and
is good at it.
"The number of hours he dedicates per week to the University

VISIT B6NEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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SUNDAY, OCT. 12

3:12 A.M.
Matthew E Emans. 23. of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating a
vehicle while under the influence of
alcohol.

440 A.M.
Vannon A. Healer, 18, of Fostona.
was cited for underage under the
influence after police discovered him
passed out in the back of a vehicle
m the Wal-Mart parking lot on West
Gypsy Lane Road.

2:36 A.M.
Jason D. Graber. 30. of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating a
vehicle while under the influence of
alcohol. Morgan M. Hartbarger. 27.
of Bowling Green, was arrested for
resisting arrest and obstructing official business.

2:46 A.M.
Paul L Thomas Jr. 23. of Toledo, was
issued a civil citation for urinating in
public.
2:35 A.M.
Khalfani A Rice. 23. of Toledo, was
issued a civj citation for urinating in
public

1:44 A.M.
Michael O. Leimgruber. 26. of
Bowling Green, was arrested for
attempted assault for swinging a
closed fist at a subject who confronted him for allegedly reaching
under a females skirt without her

1:29 A.M.
Tara M Hefflinger. 20. of
Whitehouse, Ohio, was cited for
open container and underage possession of alcohol.

12:19 A.M.
Todd J. Tulodzieski, 24. of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating a
vehicle while under the influence
of alcohol and possession of drug
paraphernalia

1:23 A.M.
Rhiana N. Buehrer. 20. of
Napoleon, Ohip. was cited for
attempting to gain entry to
Uptown/Downtown bar with an ID
of another.

Both Novak and Miller have
high hopes for the Weh sile that it
will bring positive attention to the
University.
"It's a proactive way to introduce students to this new way of
communication," Miller said.
Senior Hob Matejka has used
Facebook since he was a freshman
at the University.
"I never worried about my privacy settings too much before my
professor looked me up," Matejka
said. "After that. 1 was very careful
about the information I put on my
profile."
According to Novak, the site
has been used at Orientation and
Registration, first year success
story meetings and with student
athletes.
Novak said she likes to simply ask students, regarding the
information on their profile, "Is it
information you would be proud
to have printed on the front page
of a newspaper?"

"His work ethic is above and beyond. Even

From Page 1

if he's sick, he doesn't take off. I've talked

is phenomenal," he said.
In addition to his research
responsibilities, Knight teaches higher education to doctoral
students one day a week and is
involved in local and national
branches of the Association of
Institutional Research.
He is the vice president of
the national branch this year
and will be the president next
year.
Though he enjoys all his
jobs, Knight said he enjoys
teaching the most.
"I can make a difference in
the other jobs, but with teaching 1 can definitely see I'm
making a difference," he said.
Knight's wife of 15 years,
Adriene, said she doesn't see
him much these days.
"His work ethic is above and
beyond," she said. "Even if he's
sick, he doesn't take off."
Adriene is a registered
dietitian finishing her master's degree in the field at the

to people who don't know I'm his wife
who only have glowing remarks to say."
Adriene Knight | William Knight's wife
University, so she understands
busyness.
"I've talked to people who
don't know I'm his wife who
only have glowing remarks to
say," she said.
When Knight does have
free time, he enjoys watching
horror movies and making
renovations on his Victorian
home, which is one of the
oldest houses in Bowling
Green.
Another little known fact
about Knight is that he didn't
start the collection of miniature elephant statues on his
desk.
"My sister-in-law got me an
elephant to put on my desk
and people thought I was collecting them," he said.

Now Knight's desk is full of
elephant statues given to him
by co-workers, family members and students.
Statues from India, China
and Italy have made their way
onto his desk.
"Every time I go in |to his
office] I see another one,"
Adriene said.
Knight jokes that "when the
elephants take up the whole
desk, it's time to retire."
For the time being, Knight is
content renovating his home
with his wife and collecting
and analyzing data that will
help the University.
"We contribute to the
University in significant ways
and it's all a reflection of Bill's
leadership," McRoberts said.

FRIDAY, OCT. 10

12:15 A.M.
Kevin E. Schetley. 22, of Bellevue.
Ohio, was cited for disorderly conduct while intoxicated.

11:30 P.M.
Erin B. Painter. 18. of Bowling Green,
was cited for nuisance party and
Briana L. Blair. 20, of Bowling Green.
was cited for underage consumption.

1215 A.M.
Mark D. Gilliland. 54. of Ashland.
Ohio, was issued a civil citation for
urinating in public.

11:28 P.M.
Shane Eugene Melnick. 22, of
Portage. Ohio, and Bruce A.
Wireman. 21, of Fort Wayne. Ind..
were both arrested for burglary for
allegedly breaking into an East Reed
Avenue residence.

SATURDAY. OCT. 11
12:17 P.M.
An Obama sign was reported
stolen from a Flanders Avenue
address

12:13 P.M.
Joshua J. Ballmer, 29. of Bowling
Green, was issued a civil citation
for throwing his cigarette onto East
Wooster Street.

12:17 P.M.
An Obama sign was reported stolen
from a West Evers Avenue address.

10:55 AM.
An Obama sign was reported stolen
from a Fairview Avenue address.

fc

ONLINE: Go to bgnews.com fot the
complete blotter lisl.

Do you want
to see
blogs, archives,
polls and
more stories?

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

check us out online:
www.bgnews.rom

There is enough iron in a
human being to make one j/*
■mall nail.

From Page 1
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ELEPHANT
From Page 1
for Conservation of Nature.
The race to save Kimani
began two years ago. The Kenya
Wildlife Service had already
reluctantly shot five elephants
from the conservancy who
refused to stop crop-raiding,
and Kimani was the last of the
regular raiders. The Save the
Elephants group wanted to see
if he could break the habit.
So they placed a mobile phone
SIM card in Kimani'scollar, then
set up a virtual "geofence" using
a global positioning system that
mirrored the conservatory's
boundaries. Whenever Kimani
approaches the virtual fence,
his collar texts rangers.
They haveintercepted Kimani
15 times since the project began.
Once almost a nightly raider, he
last went near a farmer's field
four months ago.
It's a huge relief to the small
farmers who rely on their crops
for food and cash for school
fees. Basila Mwasu, a 31-yearold mother of two, livesastonc's
throw from the conservancy
fence. She and her neighbors
used to drum through the night

"We had to go into town to tell the game
[wardens] to chase the elephants away or we're
going to kill them all.... Elephants have the
right to live, and we have the right to live, too."
Basila Mwasu | Kenyan farmer
on pots and pans in front of
flaming bonfires to try to frighten the elephants away.
Once an elephant stuck its
trunk through a window into
a room where her baby daughter was sleeping and the family had stored some corn. She
beat it back with a burning stick.
Another time, an elephant killed
a neighbor who was defending
his crop.
"We had to go into town to tell
the game (wardens) to chase the
elephants away or we're going to
kill them all," Mwasu remembered.
But the elephants kept coming back.
Batian Craig, the conservation and security manager at
the 90,000 acre 01 Pejeta conservancy, says community development programs are of little
use if farmers don't have crops.
He recalled the time when 15

N'T TAKE
YOUR PLASMA
^OR GRANTED.

HER

families had their harvests
wiped out.
"As soon as a farmer has lost
his livelihood for six months, he
doesn't give a damn whether he
has a school or a road or water or
whatever," he said.
Iain
Douglas-Hamilton,
founder of Save the Elephants,
said the project is still in its
infancy — so far only two geofences have been set up in Kenya
— and it has its problems.
Collar batteries wear out
every few years. Sometimes
communities think placing a
collar on an elephant implies
ownership and responsibility
for the havoc it causes. And it's
expensive work — 01 Pejeta has
five full-time staff and a standby
vehicle to respond when a message flashes across a ranger's
screen.
But the experiment with
Kimani has been a success, and

last month another geofence
was set up in another part of
the country for an elephant
known as Mountain Bull. Moses
Litoroh.thecoordinatorofKenya
Wildlife Service's elephant program, hopes the project might
help resolve some of the 1,300
complaints the Service receives
every year over crop raiding.
The elephants can be tracked
through Google Earth software,
helping to map and conserve
the corridors they use to move
from one protected area to
another. The tracking also helps
prevent poaching, as rangers
know where to deploy resources
to guard valuable animals.
But the biggest bonus so far
has been the drop in crop raiding. Douglas-Hamilton says
elephants, like teenagers, learn
from each other, so trackingand
controlling one habitual crop
raider can make a whole group
change its habits.
Mwasu's two young daughters play under the banana trees
these sultry evenings without
their mother worrying about
elephants.
"We can live together," she
said. "Elephants have the right
to live, and we have the right to
live too."
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YOU'RE THAT GUY, ARENT YOU? CAN YOU SIGN MY JERSEY PLEASE?
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I Dry cleaninq business
in Union launders
with convenience
By Kevin Morrissey
Reporter
Two months ago the BowenThompson
Student
Union
embarked on a new business
venture.
An ambitions new dry cleaning service was started to give
students an alternative to
independent businesses based
locally.
The service is managed hy City
Dry Cleaning, an independent
business based out of lindlay.
Ohio.
In spring 2(K)H they agreed
to work with the Union to provide dry cleaning to University
students.
This new service offers convenient and free pickup and
delivery services.
Another benefit of the new set
vice is their prices, Drj cleaning
a tuxedo runs about $16 while
a winter coals cost about $20
and dresses about SI4. laundry

AUTOGRAPH: A University student gets Ins jersey signed by hockey playeis Kevin Schmidt and Brandon Svendsen after Saturday nights game.

New robot diagnoses and treats

is

priced

individually

with

each article of clothing costing
between S2 and S4 a piece.
All laundry is either hung or
folded hy City Dry Cleaning.
"I would use the service if they
folded your clothes for you,"
freshman Shane Mahoney said.
"Because washing them isn't
annoying, but folding them is a
hassle."
These low prices do have a
catch. There are tip-charges for
items that have lining, pleat, and
shoulder pads. Prices are also
subject to change without notice,
according to an official price list
provided by the Union.
Paymenlscanbemadebyusing
a variety of methods. 1'ersonai
checks, Visa. MasterCard, cash,
or a li( i I card are all accepted.
The service takes four to five
days and pickups are Mondays
and Thursdays.
Students who are interested
in the dry cleaning service may
arrange a pickup by visiting
the service desk across from
Wendy's in the Union.

Elderly activist fights voter apathy ' GET A LIFE
' idkenliouievwitvbqsuedu

breast cancer more efficiently
By Chris Yu
U-Wire

For
University
of
Maryland mechanical
engineering professor laydev Desai,
breast cancer awareness is more
than a month-long endeavor.
Though October is Breast
Cancer Awareness Month, Desai
has spent the |xist year and a half
developing a robot that can perform bio|)sies and destroy tumor
cells all In one session, making the
diagnosis and treatment of breast
cancer less time-consuming and
more accurate Uian ever before.
"IPeoplel will be excited," Desai
said. "It will revolutionize how procedures are performed for breast
cancer diagnosis and treatment."
After a tumor is located on
an MRI, the robot will perform
a biopsy of the breast while the
patient is inside the scanner. This
way, the doctor who controls the
robot can see where the tumor is
located during the procedure.
If the biopsy displays cancerous cells, the robot will then
insert a probe into the breast
until it reaches the tumor. The
probe will then burn the cancer
cells until they are destroyed.
This entire process is conducted while the patient is inside
the MRI scanner, so the doctor
controlling the robot can more
specifically target the cells.
With the robot, the three
months between mammogram

and treatment can be reduced
to a hospital visit and the cancer
can be stopped before it spreads,
said Kao (iullapalli, a collaborator on this project from the
University of Maryland School of
Medicine in Baltimore.
But what makes the robot stand
out is its ability to work inside
an MRI machine, (iullapalli said.
Because it is made of titanium
and stainless steel, the robot
won't be disrupted by the scanner's magnetic field.
The robot can also access
areas in the human body that
surgeons can't, said mechanical
engineering graduate student
Kevin Lister, who worked on the
project with Desai.
Desai said lie and his team
have built only a preliminary
model so far; not a fully functional one. The final version of
the robot will take about four
years to complete, he said. He
received a S1.27 million grant
last month from the National

Institute of Health.
But even if the finished product does work according to plan,
(iullapalli said it might not find
immediate success in the medical community. After all, the
robot will have to go through
FDA approval, follow guidelines
and prove it makes a big difference before it is widely used.
"We're not just governed by
technology," (iullapalli said. "We're
governed by bureaucracy as well."

By Nathan Fraaman
U-Wire
Bill Pitney is Duke University's
most visible political activist
during this election season.
But he doesn't live in a
dormitory. He lives in a
retirement home.
Since August, Pitney, 76,
has camped out by the West
Campus Plaza archway armed
with stacks of voter registration sheets, sitting in his foldup chair at his fold-up table
for hours a day. every day. Up
until today's voter registration deadline, he has waged a
bipartisan war on apathy and
ambivalence by signing up as
many as 40 students to vote
per day.
By his estimate, he's initiated almost 700 new voters-a total large enough to

swing the toss-up slate of
North Carolina to one of the
candidates, he said.
"The thing I notice is the
intense Interest in the election among students." he said.
This time, you're gonna vote
big lime- I can jusi see it"
Sticking out from the
throngs of students leaving
the Plaza clutching Subway
bags or chatting on their cell
phones, Pitney is impossible to miss, lor a man in
the September of his years,
Pitney spoke with considerable spark-he has a sense ol
optimism rare among even
the most idealistic under
graduates. I le recognized that
Ids willingness to change-to
change political parties, to
change racial prejudices-is
not snared by many of his
generation.

i -12:30 p.m.
H20 Prayer Meeting
Prout Chapel

Chicago turned journalist turned philanthropic and political organizer Edify has
written, edited or published five books
and his work has appeared in dozens of

7- 8 p.m.
First Year Success Series:

magazines and newspapers including The

Did You Ask?

From 2005 to 2008 he founded and

Ixpkxe the tope of sewal assault through

served as e>ecutive director of the League

niter active activities. The program indudes the

of Young Voters, which mobilized over

exploration of the definition of sexual assault,

5.000 volunteers and created over 500
voter guides in 52 states.
Union 206

the concept crl consent, sen and alcohol, and
response strategies and resources for herprng a

Chigaco Tribune and four anthologies.

fnerdorvKDm/survivor.
Union 514

Monday Night Trivia
Come test your knowledge at Monday light

Talkin' Bout
My Generation:
Youth, Power and Politics
in the 2008 Elections

Trivia Themes vary each week There are five
rounds of 10 questions, with the winner of each
round receiving a free appetizer. Students can
signup with a team or mdrndualy Sponsored

Presented by Billy Upski Wimsatt.

by the Union

who was originally a graffiti writer from

Black Swamp Pub

The Department of Ethnic Studies Invites you to a talk by author and activist

WILLIAM "UPSKI" WIMSATT

TALKIN'
MY GENERATION
:

•

YOinH f POWER t POLITICS ? 2008 ELECTIONS
'

Every Monday get a double
order of Chicken. Steak
or Combo Fajitas lor S12'

Frosty 10 oz. Top Shell or
Caribbean Margaritas just S2.50

OCTOBER 13TH, 8:00PM • UNION THEATER ROOM 206
Billy Wimsatt made his mark as a graffiti writer bombing the streets, billboards and back allies of Chicago and urban Ohio. With books
such as "Bomb the Suburbs" and "No More Prisons" he has provided sharp, humorous and deeply thought provoking commentaries
on race, culture and politics in American society. Wimsatt will be speaking on how this generation's youth movement is shaking the
foundations ol the race for the White House.

cl\i|ik

Rossford
9886 Olde US 20
419.873.0696
www.chllit.com

'Musi ba at leas! 71 yun of aga to contuma alcohol.
Offer valid avary Monday 11 a.m. to dota $2.50 Margarita* and at 0 p.m.

Billy has written, edited or published five books, including A/o More Prisons {1999); Another World is Possible (2001) Future 500:
Youth Organizing and Activism in the US (2002). His work has appeared in dozens of magazines and newspapers including: Chicago
Tribune, Chicago Reader. Vibe, The Source, Cokxiines. Utne Reader. Mother Jones, In These Times. XXL. 360hiphop.com, Transition,
and tour anthologies. He founded and served as Executive Director of the League ot Young Voters (www.theleague.com) which
mobilized 3000+ volunteers; created 300+ voter guides in 32 states; helped swing 15 state and local elections; and passed or
blocked 16 pieces ol legislation.

FORUM

"Very few students here are aware we exist."
- William Knight, director of institutional research, on how his department tends to go
mostly unnoticed on campus despite its importance to the University [see KNIGHT, pg. 1].
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The traditional seven deadly
sins are lust, gluttony, greed,
sloth, anger, envy and pride.
The "modern" deadly sins, as
suggested by the Vatican in
2008, are environmental pollution, genetic manipulation,
obscene wealth, infliction of
poverty, drug trafficking, morally debatable experiments and
violation ol human rights. Note
that both lists include greed or
obscene wealth.
The present economic difficulties have their roots in greed,
as enabled by deregulation, and
as exemplified by CEO compensation.
A partial history of bank
deregulation In the modern
era might begin with the 19(58
Truth in Lending Act. Although
intended to protect consumers
from deceptive lending practices, it was assumed that more
enlightened consumers would
be more able to handle a lessregulated environment
The Depository Institutions
Deregulation and Monetary
Control Act, passed in 1980,
repealed the Fed's power to regulate the interest rates paid on
savings accounts and allowed
banks to merge.
The 1982 Gam-St.Germain
Depository Institutions Act
allowed adjustable-rale mortgages. The 1999 GrammLeach-Bliley Act allowed
banks to enter the insurance
and securities business.
Some have said thai the
Community
Reinvestment
Act, first passed in 1977, then
amended several times since,
has pushed banks and mortgage brokers into granting subprime loans to those who could
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Rage against the voting machine
By Jennifer Sussex

\itci the calamity known as the
2000 presidential election, public
mid rj luneil the U.S. i ongress
in pass the I lelp America Vote
Vi ni 2002. iiw \ solved the
problem ol those pesky "hanging chads," giving states about
S3.9 billion to will li from the
\Jpunch-card
voting system to
I touch-screen machines, among
lothei changes, liui due to the
Iwaj these machines are inoni'mird HI rather, noi monitored .
iliiM'lei linn is precariously close
to mirroring the contentious
election of eight years ago.
With HAVAs help, the high-tech,
; computerized touch screens thai
[ havereplacedpaperballotsappeai
! to have resolved the issue of deter
' mining voter intern in tlieevem of
• ,i recount lew besidi - residents
ni Sarasota Fla. realize that some
models of the now mai hinesai lu
air) eliminate the possjbilit] of an
>ai curate recall entirely.
In the muni race in Sarasota
tallies revealed thai Democratic
candidate Christine lennings lost
fito Republican Vem Buchanan
Bby about 368 votes. I he results
';U'uuldn( have been an issue, bin
.; ii turned mil III.IHKI members ol
I the communirj "undervoted." In
| other words, 18,000 voters bizarre
■rycasi a non-valid vote for neither
EBuchanan nor lennings.
Srj

Sarasota polling places used
Electronic Systems & Software,
Inc's rVbtronic touch screens.
which record votes on a digital
nieinniy cud similar to a flash
drive. I lowever, the ftfotronic only
stores a cop) ol the voters selections on iis digital memory card.
No paper cop) isevercreated.TWs
means ihai ii' the IH.IKXI undervines were caused by a problem

uiih the computers themselves,
a digital recount would produce
similar figures, confirming some
doubts already surrounding the
new technology
With the exception of a few
more votes in favor of lennings,
the results of the digital recount
were the same as the previous
tally, leaving the rest of the 18.000
undervotes unexplained. Some
have argued that voters deliberately abstained from voting in the
nuidslinging liiiclianan-lennings
campaign, bin even after the 2ixio
1 In linn, it is unlikely that the acidii aftertaste would be enough to
discourage IH.tXXl from participating. Itiither. it is more likely that the
software was responsible for the
undervotes,
An internal memo from higlii.inking I 5&S employees dated
August i!(XXi confirmed that the
iVouonic machines had flawed
software. The executives discussed
a hug thai created a delay in displaying the Miter's choice. II voters became perplexed and clicked

a guestion? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

America's current economic peri
is the result of Wall Street's sins
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their choice again, it would deselect the original vote. Could thai
have happened 18400 times?
Robert Frost, an associate
professor in the University of
Michigan'sSchooloflnformation,
postulates that our culture revels
in ils love for the quick "technical fix," likening technology to a
magic wand that is presented as
a solution to all of our problems.
As a result, the touch-screen
machines entered the market
for voting machines without
adequate testing or litigation to
enforce quality standards.
Under federal laws created in
2002, the testing of the machines
is still not technically required
- and if it does lake place, the
vendors of the voting machines
fund il. And because the companies fund it, the testing is considered private. Afler all, the results
ni a private study do not have
10 be disclosed to the public,
rendering the average citizen
incapable of holding these companies accountable.
Without a paper trail and property tested machines, the 2(X)8
election could become another
fiasco. At a time when the country is more active — and more
|x>larizcd — than ever in recent
history, we must be able to take
a more active role in developing
the technology with which we cast
our votes. Right now, the only ones
voting are the corporations,

than $20 million through 2009.

not afford Ihem.
Rising consumer debt,
including ihe use of credit
cards, also became common.
More competition and
mergers in Ihe banking
industry followed. In addition, sub-prime mortgages
became a standard "product"
for many lenders. Since these
were quickly sold to other entities, notably Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac, die original lender was not worried about the
difficulties of collection.
The result for many financial Institutions Was art increase
in profits. In turn, this led to
an unprecedented increase
in executive compensation.
According to corporate proxy
statements, in 2007:
— Lehman Brothers chairman and CEO received compensation valued at $34
million.
— Goldman Sachs paid
chairman and CEO S70 million.
Co-chief operating officers wengranted compensation worth
S72.5 million and S71 million,
respectively.
— Morgan Stanley's chairman earned S1.6 million. Its
chief financial officer got S21
million in compensation.
— Merrill I.ynch's CEO was
paid S17 million in salary,
bonuses and stock options.
— Bank of America's CEO
earned $25 million.
— IP Morgan Chase's chairman and CEO earned $28
million.
— Fannie Mae's CEO received
$11.6 million. His counterpart
at Freddie Mac brought in $18
million.
— Wachovia's chairman and
CEO received $21 million. His
successor is slated to get a SI
million salary with an opportunity for a SI2 million bonus.
— Washington Mutual will
pay its new CEO a salary and
incentive package worth more

Grand total (so far): $423
million.
The free market can be the
best way of distributing Ihe
world's goods. But, judging
from the failure of many leading financial institutions and
the largesse that was distributed to many of their leaders,
it is evident that a free market
needs a fence around it. What
has come to lighl exemplifies
how some act in the absence of
restraint.
Some may say that Ihis bad
behavior is a private corporate
matter. But, there is no such
thing as private evil. A good
portion of the problems that
have caused our present situation are due to ihe deregulation that eventually led to the
writing of bad mortgages. This
has led to greed on the part of
mortgage lenders, investment
bankers and CEO's.
Of course, the best restraints
are self-imposed. But humans,
being who they are, need external regulation. The difficulty is
not so much whether there is
too much or too little regulation, but whether Ihe regulation
is appropriate.
We are in for difficult limes.
Credit restrictions, reduced
lines of credit, possible loss of
jobs, reduced availability of student loans arc all very real prospects. Many of those affecled
have never been encumbered
with debt they could not handle, always paid credit cards
and other liabilities on time and
in full.
The ultimate lesson we are
learning again is thai every
individual action can affect
the common good, for better or
worse. Sometimes the innocent
suffer more than the guilty.
-Respond to Phil at
thenewsQbgneu&eom.

:

I Bailout bill is 442 pages of excessive power and pork barrel projects
By Trevor White
U-Wre

. \\ iih all ni the pork. Washington
I looks like a pig sty.
Last week Congress passed the
t +12 page. $8.r>0 billion Wall Street

■ bailout bill. Except now proponents of the measure have decided
thai a friendlier term Is "rest ue
bill," as if simply changing the
name Will inspire mure people In
support Ihe mass socialization of
our financial system.
The bill — originally a threepage outline submitted to congress by Treasury Secretary
Rent) Paulson
quickh, ballooned inln the mas-ive ambiguous document put into law.
since there is so much controversy surrounding ibis bill. I
knew I had to write aboul it. So

in the search of a well-studied
opinion I did what I sincerely
doubt many lawmakers have
even done, 1 read the bill.
I'he first thing I noticed after
reading the first two pages was
bow many times the treasury secretary was mentioned and how
much power this bill allocated

him. His name occurs 322 times,
and in section 101. subsection C,
item number 3; the treasury secretai) is given the explicit power
in designate any financial institution as an agent of the federal
government and requite ihem
to cany out their duties as the
federal government requires.
Hoes anyone else think that
giving one person the power to
seize and dictate a bank's action
however he sees til is a bad idea?
Do you realize thai Congress

just gave one person totalitarian control over potentially all
the financial institutions in the
country with limited oversight?
Are we simply supposed to
hope that he doesn't abuse this
power? I think we have enough
bad examples of how people will
abuse the power given lo them if
they gel the chance to know ihis
is a bad idea.
Paulson may be a good guy:
he may lake the authority given
to him and use it responsibly
to resolve Ihis crisis, but what
about the nexl guy? The secretary is appointed by the president, and we are about 10 elect
a new one. What if the person
Ihe new president appoints
isn't as trustworthy as he or she
should he? 1 think thai allowing one person lo have massive

amounts of power with minimal consequences for abuse is
a set up for disaster.
Also contained within the bill
are numerous earmarks thai
have very little to do with establishing financial stability. There
is a $2 million tax credit for loy
wooden arrows hidden in the
2<i-page energy section of the
bill, as well as a tax exemption
for rum from Puerto Rico and
die Virgin Islands.
I may jusl be missing the purpose of this bill but I tbought it
was to stabilize our financial
markets, not provide members of congress a blank check
to win re-election. How will
easing the lax burden on loy
wooden arrows help resolve
any problems on Wall Street?
The bill also funnels money
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spend money on wasteful projects under the guise of aiding the
country."
This bill halfheartedly treats
the symptoms of a greater underlying problem in our financial
systems without truly addressing
the cause. It brings more private firms under the direction of
Ihe federal government and will
explode Ihe national debt.
Our generation will be die one
that has lo deal with the ramifications of these actions, and the
untangling of this massive web
of government overreaching will
lake a lot of work that will most
likely never happen.
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into leftist groups like the
Association of Community
Organizations for Reform Now,
or ACORN. The bill imposes a tax
on Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac,
of which the revenues go lo various groups including ACORN,
which has been involved in
numerous voter fraud scandals
over the years.
Coining this bill as a "rescue
plan" is an insult to the American
people's intelligence. A rescue is
what happens when the Coast
Guard saves a person from
drowning in a hurricane. This
bill should be called "Congress's
attempt to expand ils power and
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Export bans keep bird flu
vaccines from those in need
By Robin McDowell
The Associated Press
JAKARTA, Indonesia — When
Indonesia's health minister
stopped sending bird flu viruses to a research laboratory in
the U.S. for fear Washington
could use them to make biological
weapons,
Defense
Secretary Robert dates laughed
and called it "the nuttiest thing"
he'd ever heard.
Yet deep inside an (Mi-page
supplement to United States
export regulations is a single
sentence that bars U.S. exports
of vaccines for avian bird flu
and dozens of other viruses to
five countries designated "state
sponsors of terrorism."
The reason: l-car that they will
be used for biological warfare.
Under this little known policy, North Korea, Iran, Cuba,
Syria and Sudan may not get the
vaccines unless they apply for
special export licenses, which
would be given or refused
according to the discretion
and timing of the U.S. Three
of those nations - Iran, Cuba
and Sudan - also are subject to
a ban on all human pandemic
influenza vaccines as part of a
general U.S. embargo.
The regulations, which cover
vaccines for everything from
Dengue fever to the I-bola
virus, have raised concern
within the medical and scientific communities. Although
they were quietly put in place
more than a decade ago, they
could now be more relevant
because of recent concerns
about bird flu. Officials from
the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services and the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention said they were not
even aware of the policies until
contacted by The Associated
Press last month and privately
expressed alarm.
They make "no scientific
sense," said Peter Palese.

chairman of the microbiology department at Mount Sinai
School of Medicine in New
York. He said the bird flu vaccine, for example, can be used
to contain outbreaks in poultry
before they mutate to a form
spread more easily between
people.
"The more vaccines out there,
the better," he said. "It's a matter ol protecting ourselves, really, so the bird flu virus doesn't
lake hold in these countries
and spread."
U.S. Commerce Assistant
Secretary Christopher Wall
declined to elaborate on the
precise threat posed by vaccines for chickens infected with
avian influenza, except to say
there are "valid security concerns" that they "do not fall into
the wrong hands."
"Legitimate public health
and scientific research is not
adversely affected by these
controls," he said.
But some experts say the idea
of using vaccines for biowcapons is far-fetched, and that in a
health emergency, it is unclear
how quickly authorities could
cut through thecurrent red tape

to gei the vaccines distributed.
Under normalcircu instances
it would take at least six weeks to
approve export licenses for any
vaccine on the list, said Thomas
Monath, who formerly headed
a CIA advisory group on ways
it) counter biological attacks.
All such decisions would follow negotiations at a "very high
level" of government.
That could makes it harder to
contain an outbreak of bird Hit
among chickens in, say, North
Korea, which is in the region
hardest hit by the virus. Sudan
and Iran already have recorded cases of the virus in poultry and Syria is surrounded by
affected countries. Cuba, like ail
nations, is vulnerable because
the disease is delivered by

migratory birds.
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By Eric Carvin
The Associated Press
NEW YORK — Trillions In stock
market value - gone. Trillions
in retirement savings - gone. A
huge chunk of the money you
paid for your house, the money
you're saving for college, the
money your boss needs to make
payroll - gone, gone, gone.
Whether you're a stock broker or
Joe Six-pack, if you have a 401(kl, a
mutual fund or a college savings
plan, tumbling stock markets and
sagging home prices mean you've
lost a whole lot of the money that
was right there on your account
statements just a few months ago.
But if you no longer have that
money, who does? The fat cats
on Wall Street? Some oil baron in
Saudi Arabia? The government

of China?
Or is it just - gone?
If you're looking to track down
your missing money - figure out
who has it now, maybe ask to
have it back - you might be disappointed to leant that is was never
really money in the first place.
Robert Shiller, an economist at
Yale, puts it bluntly: The notion
that you lose a pile of money
whenever the stock market tanks
is a "fallacy." I le says the price of
a stock has never been the same
thing as money - it's simply the
"best guess" of what the stock is
wonh.

roRTBRVTLLE, Calif.—National

LOS
ANGELES
(AP)
Hirefighters backed by waterdumping
helicopters
and
planes gained ground yesterday
on a wildfire that destroyed two
homes and forced the evacuation of about 1,200 people in a
rugged area 20 miles north of
downtown.
Los Angeles County Lire
Department spokesman Ron
Haralson said the blaze charred
up to 750 acres and also burned
a garage, several sheds and three
motor homes.
No one was seriously injured.
A firelighter and one resident
reported
minor
breathing
problems.
Haralson said firelighters arc

"getting a really good handle"
on the blaze that started early
yesterday. But powerful Santa
Ana winds are expected to
arrive in the evening, and gusts
could spread embers igniting
brush, grass and chaparral in
the area.
About 450 homes were evacuated early yesterday when the
blaze moved southeast toward
city limits, said U.S. Forest Service
spokesman Stanton I'lorea.
"It burned right down to a
couple of neighborhoods,"
Florea said.
The fire was burning south of
the Wildlife Waystation, an animal sanctuary and rehabilitation facility set on 160 acres.

1
8

forests and parks long popular
with Mexican marijuana-growing cartels - have become home
to some of the most polluted
pockets of wilderness in America
because of the toxic chemicals
needed to eke lucrative harvests
from rocky mountainsides, federal officials said.
The grow sites have taken hold
from the West Coast's Cascade
Mountains, as well as on federal

lands in Kentucky, Tennessee
and West Virginia.
Seven hundred grow sites
were discovered on U.S. Forest
Service land in California alone
in 2007 and 2008 - and authorities say the 1,800-square-mile
Sequoia National Forest is the
hardest hit.
Weed and bug sprays, some
long banned in the U.S., have
been smuggled to the marijuana farms. Plant growth
hormones have been dumped
into streams, and the water has
then been diverted for miles in
PVC pipes.
Rat poison has been sprinkled
over the landscu|x_' to keep animals away from tender plants.
And many sites are strewn with
the carcasses of deer and bears
poached by workers during the
five-month growing season that
is now ending.
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"It's in people's minds." Shiller
explains. "We're just recording a
measure of what people think the
stock market is worth. What Unpeople who arc willing to trade
today - who are very, very few
people - are actually trading at.
So we're just extrapolating thai
and thinking, well, maybe [haft
what everyone thinks it's worth."
Shiller uses the example ol an
appraiser who values a house at
$350,000, a week alter saving it
was worth $400,000,
"hi a sense. $50,000 just disappeared when he said that." he
said. "But it's all In the mind."
Though something, of course,
is disappearing as markets and
real estate values tumble. Even if
a share of stock you own isn't a
wad of bills in your wallet, even
if the value of your home isn't
something you can redeem at
will, surely you can lose potential
money - that is. the money that
would he yours to spend if you
sold your house or emptied oul
your mutual funds right now.
And if you're a few months awaj
from retirement, or hoping to sell
your house and buy a smaller one
to help |xiy for your kid's college
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at one of the nation's top financial holding companies. This
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• Management
Stop by and see us when we visit your campus:
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tuition, this "potential money" is
something you're counting on to
get by. Ii>r people who need rash
and need it now, this is as real
as money gels, whether or not it
meets the technical definition of
the word.

The Associated Press

Wildfire burns 750 acres
northeast of Los Angeles
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WOMEN S SOCCER
Falcons tame the
RedHawks
The BG women's soccer team

By Bill Bordewick

Reporter

pulled out a 4-0 win over
Miami yesterday at Cochrane
Field. It was BG's fifth shutout
victory in a row and 11th of
the season. With the win,
BG is now 4-1-1 in MAC play.
Read more about the game in
tomorrow's

PGNews.
ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog all week
for updates on every fall
sport. Tomorrow we'll have a
recap of football coach Gregg
Brandon's weekly press
conference, as well as info on
the ongoing preparation for
this week's game
against Miami.
www.bgnewssports.com

TODAY
Men's golf

Turner, offense return to old form as BG
moves to first place in MAC East Division

Xavier Invitational; all day
By Andrew Harner

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1993-The Mighty Ducks
win their first NHL game.
1986—IOC announces
baseball will become a medal
sport in 1992.
1903-The Pittsburgh
Pirates win the first-ever
World Series.

The List
The Falcons were able to
walk out of Akron with a win

Assistant Sports Editor

111 what started out as a typical 2008
lid offensive showing, Saturday's
game ended with the offense
showing the kind of potential Ihey
actually haw.
After putting up just 14 points
in the second quarter, the falcons
found themselves Irailing21-14at
the half. Hy that point. BG had produced 217 total yards of offense
and a very similar showing to that
of the Eastern Michigan game
last week.
Then came the third quartet
where the Falcons held the Zips
to two field goals, hut didn't produce any Offense to take advantage.
Down 27-14, it looked grim for the
falcons, considering coming into
the game tliey had heen outscored

We had a little bit of a lead and we didn't
hold on to that. We gave them a lot
in the fourth quarter."

First Quarter
Dennis Kennedy, 5-yard rush (Igor Iveljic
kick). UA 7-0

Second Quarter
5;S4 - Deryn Bowser, 57-yard pass from
Chris Jacquemain (Iveljic kick) UA 14-0
3:50 - Marques Parks. 54-yard pass from
Tyler Sheehan (Smisa Vrvilo kick). UA 14-7
2:58 - Kennedy. 19-yard run (Iveljic kick).
UA21-7

ID. Brookhart I Akron head coach

042 - Corey Partridge 8-yard pass from

on a brilliantly-called ntn fake to
34-28 in fourth quarters.
But, the MOODS weren't con- Anthony Turner which left the right
tent going home zipped up inside side of the field completely open
another loss.
for Sheehan to rush into the end"We were working hard to figure zone for a 19-yard touchdown.
them out." said BG coach Gregg
Antonio Smith gave BG the ball
Brandon. "VVe didn't finish drives back 43 seconds later when he
in the first quarter."
intercepted (;hris lacquemain and
"We're able to run the bull pret- relumed il to the Akron 6-yard
ty much all night which helped line which led to a trick play lining
us open up some passing lanes up Turner at quarterback to pass
for Tyler [Sheehan] in the second instead of ntn. With that came a
half and in particular the fourth five-yard touchdown reception for

quarter,* he said.
BG wasted no time either as
tliey scored 1:56 into the fourth

SCORING
SUMMARY

Sheehan (Vrvilo kick). UA 21-14
Third Quarter
I0O6 - Iveljic. 47-yard (ield goal, UA 24-17
S:0O

Iveljic. 26-yard f«eld goal. UA 27-17

Fourth Quarter
1304 - Sheehan. 19-yard rush (Vrvilo kick)
UA 27-21
11:58 - Jimmy Scheidler. 5-yard pass from
Anthony Tuner (Vrvilo kick). BG 28-27
7:47 - Merer* Poindexter, 13-y.vd pass
from Jacquemain (2-pt conversion failed).
UA 55-28
4:52 - Partridge. 21-yard pass from
Sheehan (2 pt conversion failed) BG

Ihey were run on. They were
passed on. Ihey were down 21-7
at one point in the game. And
they won.
The Falcons'
defensive effort
was a tale of two
halves—the first
being one to forget and the second being one to
remember.
Joe
The defense
Schaefer
allowed Akron
running
hack Recorded
Dennis Kennedy BG's first sack
to rush forhis best in two games
effort in 24 games, in Saturdays
and that was just
win at Akron
in the first half.
Kennedy ran
for 113 yards and two touchdowns in the first half in his most
explosive effort in two seasons.
They also allowed Akron wideout Deryn Bowser to get free on
a 37-yard touchdown pass. Then
something happened — the B(i
defense buckled down and made
Akron kicker Igor Iveljic a priority.
The defense forced the Zips
into two field goals in the second
half, also making three critical
stops late in the fourth quarter.
The first stop came when
senior cornerback Antonio Smith
picked off a Chris Jacquemain
pass and returned it to inside
the six-yard line. Anthony Turner
threw a touchdown pass to tight
end limmy Schiedler two plays
later.
BCi coach Gregg Brandon
alluded that that was the play
that may have got the defense
going.
Senior defensive lineman foe
Schaefer was also able to get to
lacquemain for the first sack in
two games.
"VVe preach about just being
relentless," he said about the
defense not giving up after a subpar first half.
Schaefer was also able to pressure lacquemain into rushing his

54-33
See VICTORY | Page 7

) - Vrvilo, 44-yard field goal. BG

55

See DEFENSE | Page 7

Saturday. Today, we're listing
the top five stories of
the game:
1. The "D": After getting
burned in the first half, the
Falcon defense tightened up
and held Akron to two second
half field goals.
2. AT.: Anthony Turner
was explosive, rushing for 126
yards, catching five passes
and even throwing for a TD.

3. Return game:
Kenny Lewis stepped up big
in kick returns, gaining 170
total yards

4. Dennis Williams:
Akron's running back had a
great day with 182 yards on
the ground.
5. Last time: It was BG's
final game at the Rubber
Bowl.

Volleyball team picks up two
road wins over weekend
By Sean Shapiro
Reporter

The falcons were able to extend
their Mid-American Conference
winning streak to four as they
cante from behind, to beat Akron
3-2 and downed Buffalo 3-1 on the
road this weekend.
In the opening set at Akron, BG
was able to stay with the Zips the
whole set despite hitting .038 as a
team. With the score tied at 23, the
Zips were able to win the first set
on two straight kills
In the second set, BG was able
to the turn match around as they
only trailed twice and won the
set 25-21.
In a closely contested third set
Akron was able to pull out another
ftHANMAGOC
two-point victory as neither
team had more than a twoOH A ROLL: The BG volleyball team has
point lead all set. Hventually,
Akron was able to win the now won four matches in a row
match, 30-28.
"VVe just weren't very con- fourth set win forced a fifth-andsistent against Akron, said decHve set.
BG assistant coach Mark
In the fifth set, Akron was able
llardaway. "We were just to take an early 8-7 lead, but a kill
giving up strings of points by senior Meghan Mohr sparked
on emirs. I remember at one a five-point run in which Mohr
point they had eight points, six recorded four taja. jne Falcons
of which were our fault."
eventually won the set 15-9 on a
The Falcons were once again kill by Kaitlin Jackson.
able to rebound and come back
Offensively, BG was lead by
and win the fourth set. 25-20, on sophomore Corey Domek who
the strength of an early sevenpoint run with sophomore Alex
See VOLLEY | Page 7
/l.il iis behind tlie serving line The

CHRISTINA MCGINNS I IHSBGNEWS

ON THE MOVE: BG forward Patrick Tiesling skates after the puck during a game against RIT. BG went 1-0-1 to open the new season

Hockey 1-0-1 after opening weekend
By Sean Shapiro
Reporter

BG opened its season this weekend
with a pair of hard-fought games,
earning a win over the Rochester
Institute of Technology Tigers and
settling for a tie with the Niagara
Purple Fagles.
On Friday, RIT opened the scoring early as Dan Ringwald beat BG
junior goaltender Jimmy Spratt on
the power play with a shot from
the slot 353 into the game.
The Tigers pushed their lead to

two later in the period its HIT's
Brennan Sara/in stole the puck,
froze Spratt with a deke and found
his teammate Bobby Raymond
wide open vvidi an empty net.
Raymond easily scored a shorthanded goal.
"It wasn't the start that we wanted
to get off to, but we put it behind
ourselves and moved on and we
had a pretty good next two and a
half periods," Spnitt said.
In the second, BG got a power
play goal of their own as senior
Brandon Svendson was credited

with tipping sophomore Dan
Sexton's shot past RIT's Louis
Menard. The Falcons' power
play success continued a little
over eight minutes later when
junior Kai Kantola scored on a
breakaway.
"The second period we were all
over them, and I think it took a
couple real good shifts in the second to start off and get us going"
Sexton said. "After that we got a
See HOCKEY | Page 7

SPORTS
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ViaORY
From Page 6
Jimmy Scheidler, his fifth ID catch
of the season.
Up by one. the falcons found
themselves in another battle after
Bryan Williams returned the ensuing kicknff 50 yards, which set up
an Akron touchdown with 7:47 left
in the contest. A failed two-point
conversion left the score 33-28 in
the Zips' favor.
However, BG would not be
denied as they marched down
the field with ease on the very
next drive, leading to a 21-yard
touchdown reception by Corey
fartridge.
Up 34-33 after the score,
Brandon decided to bring out his
traditional two-point conversion

DEFENSE
From Page 6
pass on fourth down with 15 seconds to go in the game. The pass
fell incomplete and BCi walked
away with a win.
It was not a pretty defensive
effort by any means, but the unit
showed up when it mattered
most that is all that matters.
"I'm really proud of my foot-

play. Everything happened just as
expected: the tight end went into
motion, Freddie Barnes went into
motion and Sheehan rolled out to
the right side. However, instead of
throwing to Scheidler or Barnes, he
did a drop back throw to offensive
lineman Brady Mintum, who was
left one yard short of the end zone.
After Akron could only manage
one first down on their next drive,
which included a turnover on
downs at the Akron 32, the liilcons
came bade out ready to pad their
lead. But, they had to settle for a
field goal attempt after gaining just
six yards in three plays.
Sinisa Vrvilo. who missed a 34yard field goal in the first quarter
and has snuggled kicking field
goals all season long, was sent
out to kick and nailed a 44-yard
field goal.

ball team," Brandon said. "We plays in the first and that's really
what shot ourselves in the foot."
showed great resiliency."
It might not have been a good
The word "resiliency" fits perfectly with the Falcon defensive showing for the Falcon defense,
effort. The team was gashed by- but dial's not what people are
Akron's offense in the first half going to take out this game.
They are going to remember
but they didn't give up or hold
their heads down. They got after that the Falcons got the stops
it and fixed the mistakes of the when they needed them, and
thai is one of the reasons why
first half.
"lust execution," Schaefcr said they were able to gel the victory
of what went wrong in the first — a victory that put them in first
half. "We gave up a couple big place in the MAC Fast.

VOLLEY

tive points or more twice.
In the third set. Buffalo was able
From Page 6
to deny the Falcons die sweep as
was one of (hicc falcons with dou- they won a close two-point set.
ble-digit kills. Domek had a team- 29-27. In the third set Buffalo was
high 17 kills while sophomore Sam able to battle back after trailing
5-0 audit)-12.
Fish recorded 50 assists.
Eventually the Bulls were able to
"Sam did a nice job mixing up
die offense," 1 lardaway said. "She pull away and win the set on a hitdid a good job getting our hitters ting error by BCi's Corey Domek.
"Buffalo played wry aggressively
one-on-ones and even some open
and played well." Hardaway said.
net shots."
following BG's win over Akron "V* also tried to push some subs
the Falcons headed to New York to into the match. We're trying to
work on some things since we
match up widi die Buffalo Bulls.
BG was dominant in the first really felt we were in control die
two sets, as diey held die Bulls to whole match."
Ilu- lali ons were able to finally
under a .250 hitting percentage in
both sets and only allowed Buffalo win the match in the fourth set
to score more than three consecu- despite Buffalo jumping out to an

HOCKEY
From Page 6
couple nice power play goals and
we used that momentum to get us
through the rest of the period and
the rest of the game."
Kantola put the puck in the net
again later in die second as he
tipped senior Tim Maxwell's up
under die cross bar for the game's
first even-strength goal and BG's
first lead of the night.
After Kantola's second marker,
neither team was able to score
until Svendson's empty net goal
with three seconds remaining in
the game.
In the 4-2 win the Falcons outshot the Tigers, 31 -28, as both goalies had a strong night. Spratt was
the difference maker for BG in the
second period when he stopped
all 15 shots he faced as BG scored
three goals on the RH" net.
following an opening night win
against R1T BG hosted Niagara
Saturday evening.
Once again BCi wasn't able to
keep the puck out of their net early
as Niagara's Chris Moran scored
on the power play with a wrist
shot from the slot, almost a carbon
copy of the goal MT scored the
night before.
BCi's James forkin was able to tie
the game three minutes later as he
converted a pass from sophomore
lacob Cepis on the power play.
Perkins shot just snuck through

With 2:14 left in die game, BCi's
37-33 lead was by no means safe.
The Akron drive began on its
own 36-yard line, and it moved the
ball down the field despite going
to third down twice in a row. But,
lacquemain and the Zips were
stopped short with 15 seconds
left when the final pass to Deryn
Bowser fell incomplete.
"We had a little bit of a lead, and
we didn't hold on to that," Akron
coach 1.1). Bmokliart said."Wegave
them a lot in the fourth quarter."
On the day, Partridge had two
touchdowns, Sheehan threw for
three touchdowns and Turner led
die charge with 173 total yards.
"The offensive line was telling me
to run north and south the whole
week in practice," Turner said of
the room he had to run. "My hat
goes off to them."

Niagara's Juliann Pagliero's arm
and body on the short side.
Niagara regained its lead and
then pushed it to two as they
scored two goals in a SIKHI of 50
seconds late in the first period.
Moran got the first, his second
of the game, on a wrist shot that
beat Spratt stick side. The second goal went to Ryan Annesly,
who's shot probably hit a Falcon
defender on its way into die net.
"We played some pretty good
hockey in the first period," said
BG coach Sam Paluch. "We took
some chances but we got behind.
It was very similar to last night"
In the second, BCi junior Josh
Boyd picked up his first goal of
the year, picking up a rebound
and burying the puck before
Pagliero could get back to cover
die post.
It looked like Niagara would
skate away with the victory until
late in the third when sophomore
David Sohvay crashed the net
hard, picking up a rebound and
tying the game at three, forcing

overtime,
"Our line, me, Svendson and
Sexton have been kind of ham
mering shots at the goalie these
last two games here," Sohvay
said. "It's been kind of a relentless
task and I guess the rebound just
popped out and hard work |xiid
off for our line and our team."
In overtime, neither team was
able to take the lead as both goalies made big saves.

early B-S lead. The Falcons weren't
able to take their first lead until late
when Domek capped thiee-poini
run, giving BCI a 17-10 lead.
BO never losl the lead after the
Domek kill and was able to push
for a 25-21 victory in the set and
win the match.
In addition to die win. the highlight of tlie match came early in
die first set when senior Chclscy
Meek became the first Falcon in
program history to record her
2.(XI0ih career dig.
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Personals
Campus Pollyeye's Featuring
Jack's Pumpkin Spiced Ale!
(419)352-9638

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING' up to $300/day. No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
Domino's Pizza now hiring
PT delivery drivers, up to 312/hr.
Apply in person at 1616 E Wooster
Exotic dancers wanted, must be 18.
Call after 8pm, no exp needed
Call 419-332-2279
Fantastic job. Great hours,
Fun atmosphere. No stress.
What's the catch? 4 simple criteria:
1 Honest to a fault
2. Detail oriented
3 Reliable transportation
4 Fun personality
Employer guarantees:
1. A wage that actually reflects
performance"
2. No ugly uniforms.
3. Consistant weekly hours M-F.
8-Noon
If this fits you. call MightyMouseMaid
at (419) 308-1595 ASAP!
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1 Burn a bit
2 Dodge Ram engine

3 Ugandan Idi
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1
6
10
14
15
16
17

6 Condition
7
8
9
10
11

22
26
27
28

29
30

31
32
34

36
37
38
41

Cowboy leggings
Females
Persian poet Khayyam
Macho guy
Dorothy's dog
Fully cooked
Acid type

Part of a day
Ides of March rebuke
Comforting
Weird
Clammy

12 Blacksmith's block
13 Ms. Witherspoon
21 G-man

40

British rule m India
Jack Horner's desserfj
Societal station
Wanted poster information
Devour
Perjurer
Consecrate
Parts of glasses
__ Scotia, Canada
Bias
Superficial
Round of applause
"So Big" author
Ferber
Guinness or Baldwin
Meager
Tirade
"Bus Stop" playwright 58 Be without
Mellowed
59 Mach-f jets
Office job category
61 Farm pen
More plump
Ben's last name?
Lenin's successor
Rate of speed
Actress Nazimova

Upstanding
Kicked away
Funny Sid
Toddler's apron
Ga. neighbor
Yuletide song
Tends tots
Composer Porter
R&D output
Emotionally strained
Rara _
Pass, as a law
Catch sight of
Science classes
Military standings

18 Model T or T-bird

19
20
23
24
25
27
31
33

4 Twinge
5 Nodding off

Jackknile or swan
Verisimilitude
Girlie
26th letter
Energetic drive
Lacking vitality
Polo or sweat follower
Not native

A IM S W E R S

35 Verdi song
39 Trolley sound

44 Flexible joint

"

QUESTIONS^1
i.edu
O check mil nut FACEB00K (VINT: Invisible Children showing

www.meccabg.com
Visit our website lor
puces, photos. & specials!
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Help Wanted

Earn extra S. students needed ASAP
Earn up lo S150 a day Being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed.
Call 1-800-722-4791
Eastwood HS seeking asst varsity
wrestling coach lor 2008-09 season.
Applicants contact Ralph Cubberty at
rcubberly@eastwood.kl2.oh.us
Merchandisers needed to service
music, video & magazines at retail
stores in Bowling Green area.
internet access required.
Call 1-877-775-0800. ext 6030 EOE
PT Childcare provider needed:
Looking lor a responsible, mature,
creative individual to help care tor
my 2 year old daughter in my home
Will have time to study, meals are
provided Own transportation req.
Firm schedule a«d ref. a must.
Call 419-344-8222 or via e-mail al
LisaHaberslock@aol.com

Private prk pass avail $250 OBO.
Across trom Kohl Hall, prime location
contact: bg.apartments@yahoo.com'

For Rent
•Avail NOW 1 or 2 BR apt S425/mo,
Free web, turn?, AC, 300 E Merry
1/1/09 -1 or 2 BR apts low as $399,
showing houses lor 09/10 SY.
See Cartyrentals.com
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm.

2 BR. hist, stained glass windows,
HW lloors. appl. ret, non-smoking.
$649/mo, 419-261-2038
230 Curtis - 2-3 BR house w/ appl.
garage S C/A. $750/mo ♦ dep S util.
Call 419-823-3439

3 BR house at 317 N. Enterprise.
avail NOW!
1 S 2 BR apts at 800 3rd St.,
Avail in Jan 2009
Call 419-354-9740

Spring Break 09. Work tor Sun
Splash, Travel Free, 't-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours com
YMCA Child Care Group Leaders:
Hrs. 7-9am, 11-1. 3-6pm. days may
vary M-F. Please contact Sara
419-251-9622 or e-mail.
sperna@ymcatoledo org
Yoko Japanese Restaurant now
hiring servers S hostesses at fine
Japanese restaurant Flex hrs. only
15 min. trom BG Apply in person.
465 W Dussel Dr., Maumee, OH
(419)893-2290

312 N. Enterprise
Clean, 3 Irg bdrm, C/A, all appl. mcl.
Call 419-352-5882
832 Third St. 5 blks trom campus
3 BR. 1 bath, fenced in back yard
Window A/C
$840/mo,+ util Call 419-392-2812
Lrg 3 BR house close to downtown,
$750/mo + util, avail, immediately.
Call 419-308-2458

Visit www.bgnews.com
9gnews.com » * /•
■
Tp Register To Will!
You could win a two night
stay and breakfast for four
at the Hilton Garden Inn

I Garden Inn-

for the school year.
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J Hilton

Start renting November 10, 2008
tor the 2009/2010 school year.
If paperwork is completed
and lease is signed before
12/21/08 each person's name
will be entered into a drawing for

a
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Invisible Children posed
a challenge to students
dtound the world: raise
one million dollars in 100
days to rebuild schools
in war-torn northern
Uganda. Thousands of
students rallied, and 20
were rewarded with the
adventure of a lifetime:
a journey to Gulu.
Uganda, into the heart of
Africa's longest-running
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34 Greenspan or Arkin

How Far Would You GO?
newest documentary "fiQf"
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THE
TANNING
CENTER
4rviM BQ £MZ I9BO

32 Rooms fluailable!!

Use your package at any of our locations
■» THE HEAT
904 E Wooster
419-352-3588

NEW CUSTOMER SPECIALS
• ONE 11MI PURCHASE•

1 Week Free
2 ran FN 8511
On»8MndaTd • Or* Pram-urn

Tan for as low
I as $15 a month
•CALL FOR DETAILS-

5 beds. 1 bootb
closest to campus

•» S0UTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main
5 beds, 2 booths
419-353-8826
appt. available
•»IME WASH HOUSE
248 N Main
17 beds, 2 booths
419-354-1559
no appl. needed

TanningCenterBG.com

BOI ca«J

rtgo«d • 3 me*»it»
llf tl/1lit«

LOTIONS
25% Off

Celebrate
Customer
Appreciation
Week at BOTH

BOWLING GREEN
LOCATIONS.
•f'Rin
R.
Big Boy
Mon. - Sun.
10/13/08-10/19/08
990 Mini
Hot Fudge Cake
Dine-in, drive-thru,
carry-out.

Big Boy & Fries
Just $3.60
Drive-thru &
carry-out only.

Make Any
Sandwich
A Combo + $1.70
Dine-in only.
Combo = sandwich, fry,
soft drink. No substitutions.

Tuesday 10/14/08
Kids 10 & Under
EAT FREE
with adult meal
purchase 1 for 1.
All day Tuesday
dine-in only.

Sat. & Sunday
10/18 & 10/19/08
Weekend
Breakfast Bar

$6.40
Available regular
breakfast bar hours.
Regular price $7.40.
What'* Your
Favorite Thing?

yjuvt'4
1006 N. Main St.
419.352.5131
1540 E. Wooster St.
419.352.3531
Bowling Green, OH
AND

Mm prato Ml

GREEN BRIAR, INC. FALL 09 LISTINGS NOW AVAILABLE
(419)352-0717

445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43402 • www. greenbriarrentals.coiii
LEASING BEGINS OCTOBER 23,2008
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MCCAIN '08: Republican presidential candidate. John McCain, greets supporters at his campaign headquarters in Arlington. Va.

McCain vows to win the Oct. 15 presidential debate
By Beth Fouhy
The Associated Press
ARLINGTON. Va. —Republican
John McCain vowed yesterday
to "whip'' Democratic rival
Barack Ohama's "you-knowwhat "when the two presidential
candidates meet Wednesday in
l heir final televised debate.
McCain made that pledge as
top advisers said he is weighing
new economic proposals to help
the nation weather the financial crisis. The Arizona senator
refused to answer a reporter's
question yesterday about what
plans he might he considering.
Addnsisingscveral dozen volunteers at his cam|>aign headquarters outside Washington. McCain
promised some of his signature
"straight talk" about the state of
the race. National and many battleground state polls have shown
him trailing Obama amid the
deepening market crisis.
We're .1 couple points down,
OK. nationally, but we're right
in this game," McCain said to
cheers. "The economy has hurt
us a little bit in the last week or
two, but in the last few days we've
seen it come back up because
they want experience, they want

knowledge and they want vision.
We'll give that to America."
McCain said he and miming
mate Sarah I'alin would continue
campaigning hard in the three
weeks left before Election Day, in
places like Ohio. Pennsylvania,
New Mexico, Nevada and
Colorado. The two planned a joint
appearance Monday in Virginia,
a Republican stronghold turned
battleground this time.
"We're going to spend a lot of
time and after I whip his youknow-what in this debate, we're
going to be going out 24/7,"
McCain said.
The two men will debate
WednesdayatHofstraUniversity
on Long Island, N.Y. CBS News
anchor Bob Schieffer will moderate the 90-minute forum.
Still. McCain promised to run
a "respectful' campaign in the
weeks to come.
"I respect Senator Obama, we
will conduct a respectful race
and be sure everyone else does,
too. But there are stark differences between us," McCain said.
Meanwhile, Sen. Lindsey
Graham, R-S.C, said McCain was
considering policy proposals that
would cut taxes on investments,

"I think it goes along the lines

of nows the time to lower tax
rates for investors, capital gains
tax. dividend tax rates, to make
sure that we can get die economy
jump-started," Graham said on
CBS' "Face the Nation." "It will be
a very comprehensive approach
to jump-start the economy by
allowing capital to be formed easier in America by lowering taxes."
McCain already has laid out
proposals to address the crisis,
including a S300 billion plan for
the federal government to buy
distressed mortgages and renegotiate them at a reduced price.
The Arizona senator has said
his plan is necessary to get t housands of bad mortgages off the
books in order to stabilize home
values and open up credit. But
critics said the plan would do
little more than reward financial institutions that made the
bad loans to in the first place.
On Friday, McCain called
for legislation that suspends
for one year the requirement
that investors age 70? begin
to liquidate their retirement
accounts. The Arizona senator
said it would be unfair to force
seniors to sell their stocks when
stock prices have tumbled so
severely.
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OBAMA '08: Democratic presidential candkiate. Barack Obama. waves to supporters during campaigning in Holland. Ohio, yesterday.

Obama campaigns in Ohio, prepares for debate
By Christopher Will,

The Associated Press
HOLLAND, Ohio — During
an hour long visit to a neighborhood of ranch-style and
split-level homes near Toledo,
Democratic presidential candidate Barack Obama was repeatedly asked what he could do to
help struggling families.
Mis answers ranged from tax
cuts to aid for struggling auto
companies to measures to
reduce home foreclosures.
Denise Knislcy, a 53-year-old
grocery store employee, said she
had been thinking about voting
for the Democrat and definitely

will after meeting him. The two
talked for several minutes in her
driveway, with Obama leaning
against the open gate of a silver
leep Liberty,
"Hesounds really positive, like
he's going to help us," Knisley
said. "You've got to believe in
somebody."
Perhaps indicating the challenges that John McCain
faces, one voter acted as if the
Republican candidate is already
in office alongside President
Bush. "If we keep McCain in here,
things are just going to keep getting worse," said Patty Utrnhart,
a pharmacy technician.
Obama did not visit one of

the few homes with a yard sign
supporting McCain. The home's
owner, Dan < 1.mil,ill 26, said
he opposes a Democratic Party
philosophy that he described as
favoring higher taxes and government interference.
Obama is preparing for
Wednesday's
debate
with
McCain at Hofstra University on
I xing Island, N.Y., their last faceoff
before the election. He ended his
visit to the neighborhood with a
long, intense discussion with a
man skeptical of his tax policy.
"I've got to go prepare for this
debate," Obama sai d as he headed for his SUV. "But that was
pretty good practice."

FALCON FACTS how well do you
FOR FREE STUFF know your school?
CONTEST RULES:

Look for a new question on BGSU trivia
every week in the BGNews
Submit an answer on BGNews.com before
Saturday of each week
For each correct answer you receive points
After Thanksgiving Break, the person with
the most points will be announced
WINNER GETS:
A one time $500 shopping spree at
SBX (not including textbooks)
Must be spent before winter break
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